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Hey Mama!

I’m Jeannie Baldomero. I wear many hats, I'm a wife, mom, and friend. I specifically am passionate
about equipping moms and mentors of young teen girls to be confident in their identity. The
identity that is uniquely created for each individual girl given by a loving Creator. I am here to
help girls lessen the voices of the lies they hear and amplify the truth about them.

I created this guide as a tool within my ROOTED program to help moms establish a common
foundation with their daughters. Use it as a communication tool between you and your family.
Discover what each individual values most. The ultimate goal is to listen, learn and collaborate.
Most of all have fun discovering things about each other.  Let’s go!

 



The first thing moms in my ROOTED Program do is clarify core values as
foundational to establishing a healthy relationship with their daughter.  Here is
where we start. 

Core values are the fundamental beliefs of a person or organization. These
guiding principles dictate behavior and can help people understand the
difference between right and wrong. 

They are an unwavering guide. 

Values are the heartbeat of the family. They bleed into each member.

As a teen, some of the things my parents valued I did not necessarily see as
valuable until I became an adult. Their strong values for family and respect
have stuck with me as I raise my own family.

You have some strong beliefs you are unwilling to waiver, and so does your
teen. Curious to know what they are?  

Below I have created a tool to help each individual in your family become
crystal clear on identifying those values.

First things first, what are core values?

Timing is everything!

During your typical family time. It won’t be awkward to do this together
during a time when they are already expecting to be together. 
At the dinner table. If your family is used to having connection time during
dinner, why not have them do this while enjoying dessert?
Make a game out of it. It’s always exciting to reveal your results with each
other!

I hate to say it, but if you want authentic and genuine results then prepping
your family members is necessary.

There is no need for a long heartfelt speech. Keep it light and fun.

Here are some suggestions on when is a good time to do this activity:

1.

2.

3.



You’ll find a list of common beliefs and values. Each family member will fill out
their own personal list. Without overthinking it, choose your own 15 top beliefs.

From the 15 choose 10 and from these 10 you will each choose your top 5
values.

The Activity

Digging a deep.

Now you’re going to challenge each of these values by asking yourself why you
value this?

Ex: Value: family
Why? Because I love them.

But wait. Before we move on to the next value, we aren’t going to settle for just
that answer. Remember core values are an unwavering guide and we need to
be crystal clear on why we believe in certain values above others. It requires
digging deeper. In order to dig deep, you will challenge yourself by asking why  
2 more times.

Ex: Value: family
Why? Because I love them.
But why? They are blood.

Ex: Value: family
Why? Because I love them.
But why? They are blood.
But why? Growing up my family stuck by each other despite the challenges and
struggles that we went through. I still have my family that keep me secure.

See how deep that got quickly? It’s crystal clear why family is a core value.

Now you try with your family. 
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Top 15 Values: Top 10 Values: Top 5 Values:
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Value 1
Why?

But Why?

But Why?

Value 2
Why?

But Why?

But Why?
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Why?
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Why?
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Why?

But Why?

But Why?



Listen. Does your body say you are listening? Resist interrupting and allow
each to have the floor to share.
Resist commentary. You may discover some interesting beliefs your children
may have, and they may not match your personal belief. Just remember,
this is information you are gathering to better understand your teen. It’s not
a time to educate them, but to understand. Keep from judging them. They
have a good sense for that.
Encourage and validate. Share an honest reaction about something good
you discovered about your teen. “Wow, I love what you said about why this
is so important to you. “

What is beautiful about human creation is the uniqueness within each of us.
How boring if we all thought the same way! Same goes for your family. We can
see life through a different lense, but it does not make one right over the other. 

It’s now time to share your discoveries with each other. Before you do, I’d like to
add some tips to keeping it fun and a valuable resource to learn more about
each other.

1.

2.

3.

Keys to a Successful Conversation

Collaborate

Be you.
Be kind.
Love Jesus.

Now that you have each shared your individual values. What do you all have in
common? Come up with 3-5 or even more common core values you live by as a
family.  

This is such a great way to involve your teen in deciding what your family will
use as an unwavering guide.

For me and my family, our core values are:
Integrity. Kindness. Respect. Faith. Family.
In other words…

1.
2.
3.
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Now that you’ve come up with your family core values, now it’s time to display it
for everyone in the family to see as a reminder of what really matters.  

Here are some examples: Now go have fun with it!!

I’d love to see what your family does. Send me a photo, I promise I do check all
my emails!! hello@jeanniebaldomero.com

Get Creative


